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Image Inc is a lightweight application that allows you to create impressive composite images by blending two
pictures and adding a transparency mask or color gradient. Simple blending The software’s purpose is to offer
you a simple tool for image blending so you need not load complex photo composing programs. You can load
the Base image, the Overlay photo and a mask that contains a certain degree of transparency. Basically, you
can use these instruments to easily place a selected object on a different background. Mask or gradient The

transparency mask acts as a crop image tool, meaning that the transparent pixels in the mask coincide with the
pixels from the overlay picture that appear in the merged image on top of the base. The gradient works

similarly, creating the smooth transition from one photo to another. You can use the mask templates built in
the program or you can load custom images with the above mentioned property. Altering colors You can

choose not to load a mask or gradient, but instead obtain an artistic result by blending the overlay image in a
color altering mode. For instance, the 'Lighten' mode shows only those areas from the overlay image that are
lighter than the base photo. Similarly, the Screen mode creates a smooth combination between the base image

and the highlighted areas from the second picture. 'Darken', 'Multiply' or 'Color Burn' create the opposite
effect, enhancing the contrast, creating shadows and adding drama to your image. Photo editing You can

perform minor photo edits to each of the three pictures that you work with. Rotate, flip vertically or
horizontally and stretch tamper with the canvas, while 'Convert' to greyscale and 'Invert Image' affect the

colors. Image Inc supports JPG, BMP, TIF and PNG input files and allows you to save the merged image as
JPEG format. The lack of basic effects such as fading and transitions has been a major shortcoming of similar
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products such as Corel’s Photo-Paint or Aperture. In addition, while most image editors are a resource hog,
Image Inc does not tend to eat up system resources. Where to get it Image Inc is available free of charge for
download. The file can be downloaded directly from the company’s website, and installs itself without any

user interaction. The download size is about 5.5 MB. [size=36]Download[/size] [b]Software Version:[/b] 2.1
[b]Rating:[/b
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Image Inc - Digital Photo and Image Editor @epochussoftware.comEpochus software develops top-notch
photo-editing and image-composing tools for professionals and consumers. Photo Craft Pro is a tool that
allows users to make cool digital photos. All photos can be easily framed or arranged together. Its built-in
composition functions offer you an excellent solution for image optimization. The new Photo Craft Plus
Photo Editor is a lightweight application that allows you to create impressive composite images by blending
two pictures and adding a transparency mask or color gradient. Simple blending The software’s purpose is to
offer you a simple tool for image blending so you need not load complex photo composing programs. You can
load the Base image, the Overlay photo and a mask that contains a certain degree of transparency. Basically,
you can use these instruments to easily place a selected object on a different background. Mask or gradient
The transparency mask acts as a crop image tool, meaning that the transparent pixels in the mask coincide
with the pixels from the overlay picture that appear in the merged image on top of the base. The gradient
works similarly, creating the smooth transition from one photo to another. You can use the mask templates
built in the program or you can load custom images with the above mentioned property. Altering colors You
can choose not to load a mask or gradient, but instead obtain an artistic result by blending the overlay image in
a color altering mode. For instance, the 'Lighten' mode shows only those areas from the overlay image that are
lighter than the base photo. Similarly, the Screen mode creates a smooth combination between the base image
and the highlighted areas from the second picture. 'Darken', 'Multiply' or 'Color Burn' create the opposite
effect, enhancing the contrast, creating shadows and adding drama to your image. Photo editing You can
perform minor photo edits to each of the three pictures that you work with. Rotate, flip vertically or
horizontally and stretch tamper with the canvas, while 'Convert' to greyscale and 'Invert Image' affect the
colors. Image Inc supports JPG, BMP, TIF and PNG input files and allows you to save the merged image as
JPEG format. Conclusion Image Inc is a reliable instrument, suitable for creating image compositions, adding
artistic details to your images or creating simple collages, in a short time and with little effort. Description:
Image Inc - Digital Photo and Image Editor @epoch

What's New In?

The Application for Creating Composite Images with Image Inc. - Works only with JPEG, BMP, TIF and
PNG images as input - Each image can be aligned in a selected position - Merging is possible only with
transparency mask or gradient - Greyscale mode lets you enhance contrast - Original or enhanced images can
be saved - Enhanced images can be saved with JPEG format - Editing options for each image Advanced
Packing Toolkit (ATK) is a toolkit for creating self-extracting Windows application (.exe) files for use in
websites, Intranets or as security tools. The applications can be created using a simple one-click wizard. With a
one-click wizard, it is easy to create and pack applications and these can be distributed to users directly. The
applications can be created with a simple wizard, and can be packed with the included command line program
(ATK). The applications can be distributed directly to users without the need for installing packages on their
machines, and they can be used to perform a number of actions such as: - running a program (automatically)
on installation - launching a tool (automatically) when the application is run - performing a logon
(automatically) on startup - downloading a file (automatically) - starting an embedded EXE file
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(automatically) The commands that perform these actions are controlled by 3 configuration options: - the
action to be performed - the program to be run - the file to be downloaded The program to be run can be
changed and this affects the script used to perform the action. The action to be performed can also be
changed, but this results in a change to the script. With these configuration options, you can have an automatic
action that is based on your actions or on the time the application is run. There are a number of pre-packaged
script profiles that you can select, depending on what you want the application to do. The application offers a
detailed help file that describes all the available options and describes the operations that can be performed.
You can easily create a new project using the wizard, and all the actions are controlled using a wizard. You can
also define the options you want in the XML file that is used to create the project. The project contains an.xml
file that you can edit, and that contains the commands to perform the actions. The project also includes a
number of files and images, that you can use to create your application. You can edit and change the
configuration options for your application. The application enables you to convert.jpeg,.png,.bmp,.gif
and.wmf (Windows Metafile) files into.eps format. The program will perform the conversion and you will
receive a.eps file containing the final graphics. The converter is an EPS to In
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System Requirements For Image Inc:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7 64-bit Processor: 2.8 GHz Dual Core Memory: 2GB RAM
Recommended Requirements: Processor: 3.0 GHz Quad Core Memory: 4GB RAM Installation: 1. Unrar 2.
Burn or mount image 3. Install 4. Copy the cracked files from “Crack” folder on the image to your game
installation folder 5. Play
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